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From the Pastor’s Desk: 

HURRICANE HARVEY, DID NATURE DO THIS, 
OR GOD? 

 Friends, this whole Hurricane Harvey just 

happened as the newsletter is ready to go out. I will make a 
few comments on this storm before sending out this 
newsletter. This I can tell you, nothing happens without God’s 
knowledge. He is Sovereign, not matter how much the media 
or government claims differently.  

Isaiah 45:6-12 
 6 That they may know from the rising of the sun, and 
from the west, that there is none beside me. I am the 
LORD, and there is none else. 
7 I form the light, and create darkness: I make peace, 
and create evil: I the LORD do all these things. 
 8 Drop down, ye heavens, from above, and let the skies 
pour down righteousness: let the earth open, and let 
them bring forth salvation, and let righteousness 
spring up together; I the LORD have created it. 
9 Woe unto him that striveth with his Maker! Let the 
potsherd strive with the potsherds of the earth. Shall 
the clay say to him that fashioneth it, What makest 
thou? or thy work, He hath no hands? 
 10 Woe unto him that saith unto his father, What 
begettest thou? or to the woman, What hast thou 
brought forth? 
11 Thus saith the LORD, the Holy One of Israel, and his 
Maker, Ask me of things to come concerning my sons, 
and concerning the work of my hands command ye 
me. 
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12 I have made the earth, and created man upon it: I, 
even my hands, have stretched out the heavens, and all 
their host have I commanded. 

Yes, we have been praying for the people whose lives have 
been sadly affected in Hurricane Harvey. We know many 
good people connected with this ministry who live in Texas, 
but, who are specifically located in or near the path of the 
hurricane and flooded areas. We have been in contact with 
most of them, and the reports so far is that all are safe. One 
we heard from had their wood fence ripped apart, but the 
house and all else is in good condition. Another only had 
about 10 inches of water come through the house for a short 
while and then quickly receded. All the various people in this 
high danger areas are praising King Jesus for His Mercy and 
Grace. Many on the coast got out, some to find their home 
safe and sound upon their return and others waiting to return. 

However, as we know from media reports, many are 
experiencing total lost and ongoing hardship. What’s going on 
Pastor, many are asking? Well, you don’t have to be some 
kind of Biblical genius to figure out that this hurricane is not 
about blessings from on high.  

Here’s a few initial thoughts. Frist of all, remember the New 
Orleans’ Hurricane Katrina? What did the Federal government 
do? They moved thousands of those Voodoo, drug using, 
boozers to Houston, and other places, but Houston got the 
majority of them. Now, another devastating hurricane by the 
name of Harvey hits.  

I must also point out that these blacks voted in a fellow black 
mayor for the city of Houston. Crime increased, immorality 
increased, and in many ways, Houston has become a 
cesspool. To think that this whole “disaster scenario,” is just 
some kind of global warming tragedy, is Godless thinking. 
Also, theft and looting are on the increase in Houston. The 
media will not report much of the “behind the scene” crime.  
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This sad situation will have long term on-going effects. I pray 
that people will truly turn to God, and they will seriously repent.  

Is There a National Crisis?  
The Media Says There Is. If So, Let’s Call On Our 

Redeemer Ane Deliverer, KING JESUS! 

So, someone asks the question, what do Christian Israelite 
believers desire in this world? Answer: “We want America to 
become a Bible believing, Christ honoring nation. We want, 
and seek after Biblical values (this involves many things), but 
ultimately, we seek civility, righteous order, kindness, 
Biblically based love, our heritage (Biblical birth-right) valued 
and honored, peace (at any cost, NO, but at ways that are in 
standing with proper Biblical values). We do not want to 
conform and be one with Babylon’s every step and humanistic 
changing ways. 

What America has become today is Babylonian madness, 
corruption at every level of government, and most of society. 
We have the promise from God’s Word that Mystery Babylon 
will fall and we await in Christian duty to the coming of King 
Jesus and His Kingdom on earth.   

God has inscribed His Will, Plan, and Purposes for us in the 
Bible. It is our Divine book of Destiny. He is not speaking to 
us in tongues as some define it. God is speaking to us through 
the Bible. We are to live our life in keeping with the Word. The 
Word of God unfolds Light and gives Spiritual discernment.  

Present Event Thoughts And Some Answers 

Psalms 2:1-5 
1 Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain 
thing? 
2 The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take 
counsel together, against the LORD, and against his 
anointed, saying, 
3 Let us break their bands asunder, and cast away their 
cords from us. 
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4 He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord shall 
have them in derision. 
5 Then shall he speak unto them in his wrath, and vex them 
in his sore displeasure. 

So, I was flipping through the channels, and I saw this reporter 
(looking and sounding sooo official), explaining to the star 
reader/reporter on the other end (meaning, he was busy 
brainwashing the public viewing audience), about their twisted 
false perspective on the reason the confederates seceded 
from the Union.  He claimed over and over that the real reason 
the South fought and sacrificed their very lives, was so that 
they might keep on enslaving the Negro. This is utter dung. 
He said that these “White Supremacists, Neo-Nazis, KKK” 
(and other inhuman monster type slurs) were there standing 
on the false claim of “State Rights.”  Hey everybody, NEWS-
FLASH, this was absolutely the main reason for the War 
between the North and the South.  
The “White protestors for the preservation of Confederate 
history and monuments,” were NOT there in Charlottesville to 
advocate slavery or White Supremacy, to the contrary, if they 
could, they would advocate for the descendants of Negro 
slaves to be repatriated back to their homeland of Africa.   
The reason White protestors were gathered, and I must add, 
they were legal protestors (the black-lives matter and other 
communist and rainbow terrorists did not have a legal permit 
and were thus the illegals) were gathered for the issue of 
preserving the memory of their kinsmen who fought and died 
for State Rights.  The South did not want a strong central 
government or federal oligarchy. It is a fact that the Jewish 
bankers and lawyers, along with other international societies 
had grand designs upon America. It was going to be their most 
prized possession. The lives of both the North and South 
meant nothing to them. They financed both sides of the war. 
First, let me say that we (any of us), are NOT for slavery. If 
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anyone wants to make slavery the issue, they are lying to you 
and they have an agenda. This whole confederate situation is 
about Biblical White Nationalism in the true sense, meaning, 
and purpose of White Nationalism. Those Confederate men 
who fought and died did so for the preservation of a White 
nation, a White homeland, a White heritage, a true Christian 
cause and purpose. They fought and died to have a Biblical 
foundation and heritage, and ultimately, to have a White 
nation where there would be White State Rights and 
sovereignty to the degree that they could elect at any time to 
withdraw from the Union. 
Also, this issue of the original standing and purpose for the 
formation of the Confederate States is being side-tracked and 
misled into the Trump Presidency political power. President 
Donald Trump is not the spokesman for Confederate cause or 
values. He is the President of the very Federal Union that was 
used to destroy the Confederacy of the South.  A sad reality.  
Steve Bannon is now out of the White House. He may have 
been the most valuable asset Trump had for sound political 
reason, especially in the area of Economic Nationalism. I fear 
for President Trump in the absence of Bannon. To a large 
degree Trump is now surrounded by Jewish advisors. The 
question remains, how much influence will they have upon the 
President. These Jews are not Christian.  They are not for 
Biblical values, and they most certainly are not for White 
Adamic Covenant Israel leadership or dominion. 
FACT: The Israeli Jews has been using America as the 
world’s BULLY PULPIT AND BASEBALL BAT to keep the 
world in good standing and in CHECK with Jewish 
International interests. The political Jews openly proclaim that 
their relationship with America is to keep Jewish interests from 
diminishing, because America under Jewish control (covertly, 
of course,) is the goal of Talmudic Zionism.  
It is a well-known fact that Jared Kushner (Ivanka Trump’s 
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Jewish husband) was the main instigator of Bannon’s removal 
from the White House. Here’s a list of many Jewish 
advisors to the President: 

Gary D. Cohn, director of the President’s National 
Economic Council. 
Steve Mnuchin, Secretary of the Treasury. 
Jared Kushner, the President’s son-in-law and close 
advisor. 
Michael Cohen, the President’s personal lawyer. 
David Friedman, U.S. ambassador to Israel. 
Donald Shulkin, Veterans Affairs Secretary. 
Stephen Miller, Trump’s key speech writer. 
Boris Epshteyn, political strategist, & New York banker. 
Reed Cordesh, for intragovernmental & technology, 
AIPAC voice. 
Abraham Berkowitz, assistant to Jared Kushner 
Jason Greenblatt, for international negotiations. 

For those who love “diversity,” let’s see you celebrate that? 

Friends, it’s it ironic that SPLC and AIPAC Jewish strategists 
are busy blaming white people for some secret government 
power, when in fact it is a Jewish secret hidden-hand 
government. It is made up of mostly Jews and a variety of 
John McCain types.  

Here are some interesting quotes for us to ponder: 

“Governor, if I had foreseen the use those people designed 

to make of their victory, there would have been no surrender 

at Appomattox Courthouse; no sir, not by me. Had I 

foreseen these results of subjugation, I would have 

preferred to die at Appomattox with my brave men, my 

sword in this right hand.”  -General Robert E. Lee, August 

1870 to Governor Stockdale of Texas 
Were the South Traitors? 

“If you bring these [Confederate] leaders to trial it will 
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condemn the North, for by the Constitution secession is not 

rebellion. Lincoln wanted Davis to escape, and he was right. 

His capture was a mistake. His trial will be a greater one.”  -
Chief Justice Salmon P. Chase, July 1867 (Foote, The Civil 
War, Vol. 3, p. 765) 

 “The Northern onslaught upon slavery was no more than a 

piece of specious humbug designed to conceal its desire for 

economic control of the Southern states.” English Novelist 

Charles Dickens, 1862 

“It is stated in books and papers that Southern children read 

and study that all the blood shedding and destruction of 

property of that conflict was because the South rebelled 

without cause against the best government the world ever 

saw; that although Southern soldiers were heroes in the 

field, skillfully massed and led, they and their leaders were 

rebels and traitors who fought to overthrow the Union, and 

to preserve human slavery, and that their defeat was 

necessary for free government and the welfare of the human 

family. As a Confederate soldier and as a citizen of Virginia, 

I deny the charge, and denounce it as a calumny. We were 

not rebels; we did not fight to perpetuate human slavery, 

but for our rights and privileges under a government 

established over us by our fathers and in defense of our 

homes.”  -Colonel Richard Henry Lee, C.S.A. Grandson of 

Light Horse Harry Lee who signed the Declaration. 

 “Every man should endeavor to understand the meaning of 

subjugation before it is too late… It means the history of 

this heroic struggle will be written by the enemy; that our 

youth will be trained by Northern schoolteachers; will learn 

from Northern school books their version of the war; will be 

impressed by the influences of history and education to 
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regard our gallant dead as traitors, and our maimed veterans 

as fit objects for derision… It is said slavery is all we are 

fighting for, and if we give it up we give up all. Even if this 

were true, which we deny, slavery is not all our enemies are 

fighting for. It is merely the pretense to establish sectional 

superiority and a more centralized form of government, and 

to deprive us of our rights and liberties.” 
Maj. General Patrick R. Cleburne, CSA, January 1864 

“All that the South has ever desired was that the Union as 

established by our forefathers should be preserved and that 

the government as originally organized should be 

administered in purity and truth.” General Robert E. Lee 

“We feel that our cause is just and holy; we protest solemnly 

in the face of mankind that we desire peace at any sacrifice 

save that of honour and independence; we ask no conquest, 

no aggrandizement, no concession of any kind from the 

States with which we were lately confederated; all we ask 

is to be let alone; that those who never held power over us 

shall not now attempt our subjugation by arms.” 
President Jefferson Davis, C.S.A. – 29 April 1861 

“[T]he contest is really for empire on the side of the North, 

and for independence on that of the South, and in this 

respect we recognize an exact analogy between the North 

and the Government of George III, and the South and the 

Thirteen Revolted Provinces. These opinions…are the general 

opinions of the English nation.” London Times, Nov. 7, 1861 

“Everyone should do all in his power to collect and 

disseminate the truth, in the hope that it may find a place 

in history and descend to posterity. History is not the 

relation of campaigns and battles and generals or other 
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individuals, but that which shows the principles for which the 

South contended and which justified her struggle for those 

principles.”   Robert E. Lee 

The corrupters seek to invalidate the principles for which the 
South fought and died for but truth is emerging. Understand, 
that when America’s white founding forefathers formed “the 
original Constitution” before the corrupt 14th Amendment 

and other deceptions. The words “All men are created equal” 
was written by White slave owners. There is no way in proper 
definition, understanding, or historical truth, these famous 

words mean all people and races are “created equal.” Racial 

equality is a lie and an utter impossibility.  

All races have their unique characteristics, physical abilities, 
intellect, attributes, and cultural defining ways. The various 
races have certain areas in which they excel and areas which 
they lack, ultimately, we are just as God created us to be. God 
did not create all races to be equal, nor did he create them to 
be integrated, mixed, and amalgamated.  Just as God did not 
create the animals to roam around and integrate themselves 
with each other.  Except for domesticated dogs and cats, the 
animal kingdom stay with their own kind. They do not mix or 
pervert their genetic species.  
Of course, President Trump is fighting back on certain levels, 
and he does see through (to a degree) the vain hypocrisy of 
the “left-communist Bolshevik” plotters and schemers. 
President Trump is being extremely bold in the face of his 
enemies. I do love the fact that he is not just standing there 
and letting the media verbally molest him. Everyone should 
appreciate his recent tweet: 
“Sad to see the history and culture of our great country 

being ripped apart with the removal of our beautiful statues 

and monuments. You can’t change history, but you can learn 

from it. Robert E. Lee, Stonewall Jackson, who’s next, 
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Washington, Jefferson? So foolish! Also, the beauty that is 

being taken out of our cities, towns and parks will be greatly 

missed and never able to be comparably replaced.” 
 We Must Have a Biblical Solution –  

The Fleshly Way Will Be Our Undoing 
The solution in all this, is not to continue to justify our cause 
to the media, government, or any other club of man, but to 
petition our Creator God who Purposed His Covenant people 
and laid out in the Bible our very reason and purpose for living. 
Getting back to our Biblical foundation is the key to coming 
out of our captivity. The media and government are mere 

circus-act distractions. No pun intended, but I say, “LOOK 

AWAY, LOOK AWAY DIXIE-LAND, FROM THE BULLY 

PULPIT OF THE ENEMY.”  

This is a Biblical conflict, and therefore, we should apply all 
necessary Biblical weapons against the enemy. We must 
recognize that this is a fight between right and wrong, good 
and evil. The dividing line is clear. 
Joshua 24:15-18 

15 And if it seem evil unto you to serve the LORD, choose you 
this day whom ye will serve; whether the gods which your 
fathers served that were on the other side of the flood, or the 
gods of the Amorites, in whose land ye dwell: but as for me 
and my house, we will serve the LORD. 
16 And the people answered and said, God forbid that we 
should forsake the LORD, to serve other gods; 
17 For the LORD our God, he it is that brought us up and our 
fathers out of the land of Egypt, from the house of bondage, 
and which did those great signs in our sight, and preserved 
us in all the way wherein we went, and among all the people 
through whom we passed: 

We have a choice before us right now. Will we serve the 
LORD, King Jesus, put Him first and turn to His Word and start 
living by it? Or, will we continue to fight the enemy with vain 
weapons of our flesh? It’s not about following some man, it’s 
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about serving the Lord with all our heart, soul, and might. 
Fellow Covenant Israelites, the flesh and physical weapons 
are the enemies. Our weapons are to be Biblical and Spiritual. 
When we fight with their physical weapons offensively, we 
lose, and they win. 
We must understand that the policies of unity by the media 
and swamp are the real “politics of destruction.” The media 
and swamp are antichrist liars. They keep trying to tear 
President Trump down, and yet, God Almighty keeps building 
him back up, and their weapon seem to have little or no effect 
upon him. In reality, so far, they are just preaching to their own 
choir, and at the same time drawing out the wolves who have 
been trying to pass themselves off as “sheep.” If God really 
called President Trump, no weapon formed against “God’s 
anointed chosen vessel will prevail.”  
What we have seen since the Charlottesville media and 
swamp orchestrated crime scene, is a non-stop media melt-
down temper tantrum. The highly corrupt and controlled 
alphabet media networks are all owned and directed by 
antichrist Jewish billionaires, even FOX news. The owner of 
Amazon, Jeff Bezo is Jewish and is also the owner of the 
Washington Post (FAKE NEWS). Need I remind everybody 
that Facebook billionaire owner Mark Zuckerberg is Jewish, 
and most other high-finance media and corporate owners are 
Jewish, and they are not blessing America as the Judeo-
Christians would like to think.  The FAKE Jews (they are not 
true Judeans), who are Red Edomites, think that they are in 
control and hold the power.  But the Bible says: 
Psalms 95:3-7 

3 For the LORD is a great God, and a great King above all 
gods. 
4 In his hand are the deep places of the earth: the strength of 
the hills is his also. 
5 The sea is his, and he made it: and his hands formed the 
dry land. 
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6 O come, let us worship and bow down: let us kneel before 
the LORD our maker. 
7 For he is our God; and we are the people of his pasture, and 
the sheep of his hand. To day if ye will hear his voice. 

We are not to fear the power brokers of the government, 
media, bankers, lawyers, police mafia, religious talking heads 
and so forth. We are to stand with the Ever-Living, Ever-
Lasting God of Abraham, the Eternal Word. We stand with 
Him, for we know that He is Christ our Redeemer and 
Deliverer. We know King Jesus put President Trump in office 
and he is in God’s Hand, just as we know that we, His 
Covenant people are the sheep of His pasture.    
You see friends, in reality God Almighty is a White Adamic 
Abrahamic Kingdom Nationalist. He is our Kinsman 
Redeemer.  Oh, the media mind controlled public would be 
highly outraged at such a statement. They would shout “liar, 
liar—hatemonger, White supremacist, there’s no evidence for 
such an outrageous, outlandish claim.”  
First, we are not White supremacists; we are White 
separatists who believe we should separate from those who 
are not of our kindred and that we are to be Biblical racialists 
who seek and follow the Divine Destiny for which we have 
been called and chosen.  
Deuteronomy 32:8-9 

8 When the most High divided to the nations their 
inheritance, when he separated the sons of Adam, he set the 
bounds of the people according to the number of the 
children of Israel. 
9 For the LORD's portion is his people; Jacob is the lot of his 
inheritance. 

God and We Want Racial Boundaries  For All Races 

We believe that multiculturalism and racial adultery is a clear 
violation of God’s rightful Divine Order of the Ages. Therefore, 
YES, we do indeed wish to be separate from the world order 
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and chaos, and we do want to live and dwell among our own 
kind. Therefore, we also support other races who wish to live 
separate and be among their own kind. White flight has been 
a reality from the beginning, even the Genesis beginning. 
Black people should live among Black people, Chinese should 
live among Chinese people, Mexican people among 
Mexicans, Indian people among Indians, White people among 
White people. Folks, you would be quite surprised at how 
quickly many world problems would be eliminated if just this 
particular Biblical principle became a reality. It would not be a 
cure-all, but it most certainly would be a good start. If you want 
the problem to stop, then the insanity must stop. People must 
rethink Babylon’s politics of identity and its usage of such 
words as “love, diversity, tolerance, race, values, religion, 
politics,” and learn what true Biblical Christianity means. 

Try this historical fact on for size, concerning this decision by 
a Federal Circuit Court of Maryland (United States v. Dow, 25 
Fed. Cas. 901, 903, Case No. 14,990 (1840). This was prior 
to the passage of the 14th Amendment corruption: 

“The colonists were all of the white race, and all professed 

the Christian religion; from the situation of the world at 

that time, no persons but white men professing the Christian 

religion could be expected to emigrate to Maryland; and if 

any person of a different color, or professing a different 

religion, had come into the colony, he would not, at that 

time, have been recognized as an equal by the colonist, or 

deemed worthy of participating with them in the privileges 

of this community. The only nations of the world which were 

then regarded, or perhaps entitled to be regarded, as 

civilized, were the white Christian nations of Europe; and 

certainly emigrants were not expected or desired from any 

other quarter.”  The political community of the colony was 
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composed entirely of white men professing the Christian 

religion; they possessed all the powers of government 

granted by the charter.” 
I do not see how it can be made more understandable than 
this Federal decision back in 1840, that America was founded 
by and for Free White and Christian People. This quote is 
from the amazing and profound book by the late Charles A. 
Weisman, AMERICA: FREE, WHITE, & CHRISTIAN, page. 
165. (This book is out of print).   
Yes, ladies and gentlemen, America was founded and 
purposed to be free, white, and Christian. Why that would be 
“an unthinkable evil today?” Would it really be “evil?” Then you 
may as well join the communists. This is where they are going. 
They hate America’s White Christian founding. They hate all 
of America’s founding documents such as the Mayflower 
Compact, the first charter of Virginia in 1606, the Declaration 
of Independence, the Bill of Rights, and so many others, even 
the U.S. Constitution (White men wrote it you know, and they 
owned slaves). Our Christian forefathers had no desire for 
America to become a melting pot of pluralistic gods where 
pagans could come and go as they desired. America was to 
be free, White, and Christian where the one true God, King 
Jesus would be worshipped for the advancement of the 
Kingdom of God. Let’s look at some other historical 
founding documents on race: 
CONSTITUTION OF SOUTH CAROLINA – 1790 
Article 1, Sec. 4. “Every free white man, of the age of 

twenty-one years,…shall have a right to vote for a member 

or members to serve in either branch of the legislature.” 

Article 1, Sec. 6. “No person shall be eligible to a seat in the 

house of representatives unless he is a free white-man, of 

the age of twenty-one years.” 
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CONSTITUTION OF PENNSYLVANIA – 1838 
Article 3, Sec. 1. “In elections by the citizens, every white 

freeman of the age of twenty-one years, having resided in 

this State one year…shall enjoy the rights of an elector.” 

CONSTITUTION OF OREGON – 1857 
Article 1, Sec. 32. “White foreigners, who are or may 

hereafter become residents of this State, shall enjoy the 

same rights in respect to the possession, enjoyment, and 

descent of property as native-born citizens.” 

Sec. 6. “No negro, Chinaman, or mulatto shall have the right 

of suffrage.” 

CONSTITUTION OF OHIO – 1802 
Article 1, Sec. 2. “… an enumeration of all white male 

inhabitants above twenty-one years of age shall be made 

…The number of representatives shall…be appropriated among 

the several counties.” 

CONSTITUTION OF TEXAS – 1866 
Article 3, Sec. 5. “No person shall be a representative unless 

he is a white citizen of the United States…” 

CONSTITUTION OF MISSOURI – 1820 
Article 3, Sec.10. “Every free white male citizen of the 

United States…shall be deemed a qualified elector…” 

Sec. 26. “It shall be their [the general assembly] duty, as 

soon as may be, to pass such laws as may be necessary.,.” 

1.    “To prevent free negroes and mulattoes from coming to 

and settling in this State, under any pretext whatsoever.” 

CONSTITUTION OF MARYLAND -1851 
Article.5. “That the right of the people to participate in the 
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legislature is the best security of liberty, and the foundation 

of all free government…and every free white male citizen 

having the qualifications prescribed by the constitution ought 

to have the right of suffrage.” 

Oh, and speaking of Maryland, here is part of THE CHARTER 
OF MARYLAND -1632 
XXII…”Provided always, that no Interpretation thereof be 

made, whereby God’s holy and true Christian Religion…may in 

any wise suffer by Change, Prejudice, or Diminution…” 
This means that the law would not be perverted to such that 
the Christian Religion would be damaged.  
CONSTITUTION OF CONNECTICUT -1776 
“…And forasmuch as the free Fruition of such Liberties and 

Privileges as humanity, Civility and Christianity call for, as 

is due to every Man in his Place and Proportion…Tranquility 

and Stability of Churches and Commonwealth…” 
CONSTITUTION OF PENNSYLVANIA -1776 
Sec. 10. “And each member [of the house of 

representatives], before he takes his seat, shall make and 

subscribe to the following declaration: 
“I do believe in One God, the Creator and Governor of the 

universe, the Rewarder of the good and the Punisher of the 

wicked. And I do acknowledge the Scriptures of the Old and 

New Testament to be given by Divine inspiration.” 

This is only a small sampling of the States and their open 
declaration about White citizenship and legal standing.  
America today is in serious trouble and the problem is 
becoming worse because our corrupt national leaders keep 
letting paganized strangers into our land. It is clear as the 
nose on your face that America has become a not so grand 
design since the uncivil War and never will be liberated from 
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our oppressors if our nation keeps moving away from true 
Biblical liberty, justice, and righteousness within proper 
Biblical order. If America continues to fight God and His 
Purposes, predictable events will transpire such as 
prophesied in the book of Deuteronomy chapter 28: and let’s 
say verses 15 through 68. Mighty interesting reading. And, for 
those of you New Testament only pie in the sky half-hearted 
believers, remember God is the same Yesterday, Today, and 
Forever, He changes NOT but you have!   
Folks, if any of you are asleep on this issue and current 
events, you had better wake-up, and wake-up fast to the truth. 
The media and government are mainly going to be focused 
on you White Christian separatist people. Their emphasis will 
increasingly be against White Christian people and less and 
less against “radical Islamic extremists.”  
But, not just yet, they just had another Muslim killing spree in 
Barcelona, Spain in which at least 14 were purposefully 
murdered and over 120 seriously injured. Guess what this 
means? It means that the controlled media and government 
will seek to equate White Nationalists, KKK, and others, as 
being the equivalent as “radical Islamic extremists.” And, of 
course, the “left anarchists” will merely be sweet, loving, 
justified rioters, who can keep on doing their illegal, 
destructive, rampages, and go wild.  
By the way, I hope none of you are believing the lie that only 
Muslim terrorists are coming from Somalia, Afghanistan, or 
Syria. The recent attacks in Spain, France, England, and 
Germany are absolute proof that these terrorists are already 
well entrenched in Europe. Many are already here in America 
among their own groups and “cells.” But guess what? These 
terrorists in Europe are under NO “extreme vetting measures 
by the American government.” Any terrorist now living in 
Europe can just hop on a jet and waltz into America with NO 
“restrictions,” or, very little vetting, because the Democrat and 
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RINO controlled court system said, “it’s illegal to do so.” 
They (media, government, modern church-religion, and so 
forth) will never be against their Jewish masters who control 
today’s financial system and thus, all media and government 
functions. The enemy won the war (the unCivil War) and they 
have been busy rewriting true history and are now seeking to 
totally destroy our White heritage, monuments, and 
inheritance.  
Some would say, “the war is on!” But what we should be 
asking is, what kind of war? Have we not been falling into 
the enemy’s hand time after time in a war of the “flesh?” Are 
physical weapons to be the way in which we are to fight the 
enemy? Or, are we to fight in the power and might of the Word 
of God and putting on the “whole armor of God?” 
Dear friends, the fleshly way has gotten us nowhere. Our 
God, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, our Covenant 
Creator and Redeemer has not left us, we have left Him. We 
need to return to King Jesus. We need to cry out to Him, apply 
His Biblical Direction and Purposes. Claim His Promises and 
Covenant unto Israel and stand in the Power of His Might. 
Don’t be anxious for anything, but wait upon the Lord, and fear 
NOT the enemy in whatever form or roar they may come 
against us with.  
The Southerners of the Confederacy, their quest was 
ultimately to have more freedom and liberty, and they knew 
that if they did not remain FREE, WHITE, AND CHRISTIAN, 
that tyranny would grow. Unfortunately, not enough of the 
White Nationalist gathered at that Charlottesville protest fully 
understood these vitally important issues. Listen up 
everybody, RACE BE DAMNED, IF YOUR GOING TO 
LEAVE GOD AND HIS BIBLICAL MANDATE OUT OF THE 
ANSWER, THE PAIN WILL CONTINUE.  
The answer is NOT White Power, the answer is NOT 
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multicultural spiritual Israel nonsense, THE ANSWER IS 
GOD’S KINGDOM COVENANT PEOPLE REPENTING, 
RETURNING TO BIBLICAL HARMONY WITH THEIR TRUE 
REDEEMER JESUS CHRIST, AND LEARN THE TERMS 
AND MEANING OF THEIR COVENANT PURPOSE.   
If those men, of both the North and the South were alive today, 
and they had a true Biblical Kingdom vision and purpose, what 
a blessed difference that would make and the ENEMY would 
flee and real liberty and freedom would sound forth as the 
Liberty Bell of a Biblical Jubilee. Yes, we should want to 
preserve their memory and maintain that those brave men of 
the South did not die in vain.  

BUT, THEY INDEED DIED IN VAIN, IF WE DO NOTHING 
WITH THE BIBLICAL HOPE WE HAVE BEFORE US, AND 
IN EFFECT DENY OUR BIBLICAL ISRAELITE COVENANT 
HERITAGE.  
The antichrist Edomite Jews are NOT of Biblical Israel, they 
are not of the heritage we are to fight for. Indeed, they are the 
main reason for America’s present sick, perverted, corrupt 
federal swamp. The media calls this “anti-Semitism,” No, we 
the Anglo-Saxon, Scandinavian, Germanic, and Kindred 
people are the true Hebraic Semitic descendants of Abraham, 
Isaac, and Jacob/Israel. We are not “anti-Semitic.” We are the 
lost tribes of Israel and a growing number of us are coming 
out of the blindness we have been under.  

Did, someone say, “AND THE SOUTH SHALL RISE AGAIN,” 
if so, they better not try to rise by their “flesh alone.” We 
better rise in a Biblical fashion if we are to receive God’s 
blessings. Again, read Deuteronomy 28, only this time read 
verses 3-15. Here’s some sampling verses for us to chew on: 
Deuteronomy 28:3-10 

3 Blessed shalt thou be in the city, and blessed shalt thou be 
in the field. 
4 Blessed shall be the fruit of thy body, and the fruit of thy 
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ground, and the fruit of thy cattle, the increase of thy kine, 
and the flocks of thy sheep. 
5 Blessed shall be thy basket and thy store. 
6 Blessed shalt thou be when thou comest in, and blessed 
shalt thou be when thou goest out. 
7 The LORD shall cause thine enemies that rise up against 
thee to be smitten before thy face: they shall come out 
against thee one way, and flee before thee seven ways. 
8 The LORD shall command the blessing upon thee in thy 
storehouses, and in all that thou settest thine hand unto; 
and he shall bless thee in the land which the LORD thy God 
giveth thee. 
9 The LORD shall establish thee an holy people unto himself, 
as he hath sworn unto thee, if thou shalt keep the 
commandments of the LORD thy God, and walk in his ways. 
10 And all people of the earth shall see that thou art called by 
the name of the LORD; and they shall be afraid of thee. 

Is Virginia a real national crisis? Are any of you afraid? God’s 
Word tells us that it is the pagan, heathen, who should be 
afraid. Fellow brethren, we are to fear the LORD, but the 
heathen are to be AFRAID. Our God is more than able to bring 
Mystery Babylon to a pit of hell.   
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Chemical Gender Manipulation:  
Turning boys into girls  

Warning: This article is not politically correct 
 by Dr. Ted Broer  

healthmasters.com/blog/chemical-gender-manipulation 

Over the past ten years I have received a massive increase in phone calls and 
letters from people who either have family members or themselves who 
have been suffering from estrogen dominance. What this does in men is 
cause lowered testosterone, enlarged breasts, increased body fat, 
depression, loss of libido and andropause...all symptoms which were 
basically unheard of fifty years ago. 

In the case of estrogen dominance in women, it is usually combined with an 
increased rate of fibroid tumors, irregular periods and breast or ovarian 
cancer.  Parents call in complaining or asking for help with young boys and 
male teenagers who are dealing with estrogen dominance symptoms. Their 
symptoms are slowed maturation, confused gender identity, much smaller 
reproductive organs and an issue of increased trans-gender identification. 
Young girls with estrogen dominance usually start their period very young 
(some have been known to start as early as three years of age). This starting 
of the period at an early age is usually accompanied with weight 
gain...sometimes to the extreme.  The big question is "Why is this 
happening?" Several years ago, I wrote an article that centered primarily 
on andropause and reduced sperm count which caused infertility.  Today, I 
am addressing what I believe are the root causes of these issues, and what 
we can do about them. 

This is going to be one of "those" articles which I cannot make politically 
correct, nor will I try to do so. If you think this may offend, then please do 
not read any further. Quite frankly, I really do not want to be writing this 
article. The root cause of this is so awful that it borderlines on conspiracy 
theory.  The problem is...it is fact, not theory. This makes it all the more 
difficult to write about since it is affecting so many individual lives and the 
lives of families. 

In his book, Brave New World, Aldous Huxley discusses the estrogen 
dominance problems which are caused by the elite globalists as a form of 
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population control...which is literally chemical warfare.  Years ago, and to 
this day, the Rockefeller Foundation was heavily involved in the promotion 
of eugenics. This is the science of planned depopulation control. This 
included forced birth control and sterilization to reduce the world's 
population. 

There are two ways that eugenics can be achieved: 
1. Increase the death rate. Done! 
2. Decrease the birth rate. Done! 

The following is a quick, simple lesson on brain chemistry. A little-known 
fact I learned in Neuro Chemistry while in school at Florida State University 
is that in mammals, including humans, all offspring  
initially have a female brain...including boys.  During the utero cycle, the 
"Y" chromosome signals the mother to release testosterone. This increase 
in testosterone causes the ovaries to become testicles and changes the female 
brain of the male infant to the brain of the male.  Or, at least, that is what 
is supposed to happen. Remember, it takes a required amount of 
testosterone from the mother to do this change. Testosterone and estrogen 
are antagonists, and one can dominate the other.  If too much estrogen is 
present, then the testosterone cannot do its job. 

Back in the 1940's, the Rockefeller companies introduced plastics into the 
Eco System. They knew when they did so that many of the plastics were 
xenoestrogens, which if consumed by humans, would 
feminize males.  Always remember that gasoline is a by-product of the petro 
chemical industry.  It used to be disposed of as a waste product.  Oil 
companies earn thousands of dollars per barrel by making xenoestrogens in 
the form of cosmetics, perfumes, drugs, plastics, fertilizer, weed killer, 
detergents...and the list just goes on and on. 

The gasoline could literally be given away for free as a by-product. Again, 
many of these plastics and compounds being used today are known as 
xenoestrogens. If absorbed into the skin or taken internally, 
they react in the body as estrogen. This increase in estrogen, in many cases, 
is the root cause of the problems already mentioned. I include in the 
xenoestrogen category most plastics, especially those that 
contain BPA, Round Up, Atrazine, hand sanitizers, makeup, and 
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petro chemical soaps, like Dawn. 

This short list is only a few of the actual list which is in the hundreds, if not 
the thousands. If a pregnant human female is exposed to this onslaught of 
estrogen mimickers, then in many cases sufficient testosterone cannot be 
released to make the male fetus a fully developed male. When this happens, 
the brain will remain female. It will not become a male brain. And, in many 
cases, reproductive organs in the male are extremely small. The result will 
be a feminized boy with a female brain and small genitalia.  Basically, a 
woman in sort of a male body...a metro male. 

What a mess all this becomes when men play God with nature. These half 
men and half women act and think like women. In many cases, but not all, 
they are attracted to men, and some want to wear makeup, dresses and 
women’s jeans.  This is not a joke or a subject for ridicule, for these men 
were literally chemically castrated in the uterus. Huxley referred to this as 
the chemical warfare plan. I must admit, it has worked very well.  Again, 
what I am discussing here is not a conspiracy, but it is a biological and 
chemical fact. The goal of the globalists, by their own statements, is to 
reduce the world's population. They will do this by using the following: 

1. Sterility 
2. Separation of males and females 

3. The breaking up of the traditional American family 
4. Gender manipulation and confusion of sex identity 

5. Higher and higher divorce rates 

Several years ago, as part of its continual obfuscation campaign, The 
American Chemical Association banned the use of BPA in baby bottles. This 
was a joke, as it was never readily used in baby bottles. But, they failed to 
ban the use of BPA as a liner in cans and in water bottles. (As I have done 
entire emails on BPA, I will not go back in detail on this topic.)  I will 
mention, however, the plastic wraps used in microwave food contain 
phylates, another potent estrogen compound. This plastic literally melts 
into the microwaved food, loading it with estrogen. 

Taking all this a bit further: We are mammals and we release pheromones. 
These pheromones are used to attract men to women. The pheromones are 
picked up through the olfaction glands. There is a reason that cowboy 
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westerns were so big fifty years ago. In those days, most women wanted 
tough, rugged men. Most of the men wanted to be tough, rugged guys. 
However, when women are on the birth control pill, their body is 
chemically placed into a pregnancy mode. At this point they want a 
nurturing, fatherly type for a mate. This is just basic hormone chemistry. 
Many women who are on birth control pills end up marrying metro males, 
which then produce more metro males.  

Please remember, I am not singling out anyone in this article, but am giving 
you the facts in reproductive biochemistry. Birth control pills were 
originally released to the public through the eugenics program. 
This cycle has now gone on for over sixty years. I realize that in many parts 
of the world the population is overcrowded and the indigenous people are 
not able to feed themselves. Teaching them about family planning is 
important. But, No One should be chemically sterilized against their will 
or without their knowledge. I would hope the Globalists are not trying to 
force a "Nazi" Germany on us. 

My father was born in 1901. I once asked him, "Why did the Roman 

Empire fall?" He chuckled and simply stated: "They stopped raising little 

Romans." In our America, we have stopped raising little 
Americans. Our glandular system or endocrine system consists of several 
glands. They include the thyroid, pituitary, hypothalamus, adrenals, and the 
pineal gland. Please go to Wikipedia to discover what each does in our 
bodies. 

Now, I am going to discuss a few endocrine disruptors and their 
effect. Fluoride, bromide, iodine, and chlorine are all 
halogens. The fluoride is in our toothpaste, bromide is in baked goods, 
chlorine is in our water.  Iodine is used by the thyroid. When these other 
halogens are consumed, the thyroid thinks they are iodine and absorbs them. 
This is bad.  In the past, I have written exhaustively about this topic. 

Heavy metals, including barium, aluminum, and lead are also endocrine 
disruptor's. As I have discussed in earlier emails, I discovered both barium 
and aluminum in the air we breathe via testing of my rain water. If you 
would like a copy of the tests, I will send them to you.  If it is in the air, we 
basically aspirate these heavy metals into our lungs. The lungs are a potent 
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delivery system. That's why inhalers work so well. I don't know how the 
aluminum is getting into the air, but it is probably through geo 
engineering...also known as Chemtrails. 

But, in reality, I have no idea. I quite often...more often than not...see 
planes spraying over our house. The trails behind the planes do not dissipate 
like normal contrails. But, I am unable to take a direct sample from the 
planes. So, again, it's in the air, and I can only speculate the source of it. 
Even the municipally treated water and the well water is full of estrogen 
and pesticides. This onslaught just never seems to end. This is why I strongly 
suggest and personally use the Ultimate Estrogen Blocker and using a 
distiller for drinking water and a shower filter to clean the chemicals 
out of the shower water. You can also take Dimension: Estrogen control if 
you are having issue with estrogen blood levels staying elevated. 

Years ago, one study from the University of Pittsburgh showed one hot 
fifteen-minute shower was the equivalent of drinking eight glasses of 
contaminated water. Remember, the lungs absorb the contaminated steam 
from the water.  Another culprit is high fructose corn syrup. Atrazine, the 
weed killer, is liberally used on corn. This potent estrogen compound then 
contaminates the corn and the high fructose corn syrup. The run-off of this 
product, combined with Round Up, are two of the most polluting 
herbicides on the planet. 

All of these estrogens are causing an ever-increasing andropause in men. 
This is when men go into male menopause from a lack of testosterone. 
Andropause was non-existent fifty years ago. This can 
easily cause depression in men, and it also decreases their libido. This lack 
of motivation can become systemic throughout their lives.  Many men 
resort to testosterone replacement therapy. My testosterone is normal. 
When I was forty, it was still that of an eighteen-year-old. I do not willingly 
expose myself to estrogens and I take the Ultimate estrogen 
blocker every day. Remember estrogen and testosterone are antagonists. 
When these men are sufficiently depressed, they are given Prozac and 
Viagra...What a combination! No one bothers to tell them that the Viagra 
can make you go blind and deaf. Men resort to taking all this, and potentially 
become blind, deaf, impotent, and depressed! Leave it to the petro chemical 

https://healthmasters.com/products/ultimate_estrogen_block
https://healthmasters.com/products/water-distiller-model-8800
https://healthmasters.com/products/water-distiller-model-8800
https://healthmasters.com/products/showerwise-shower-filter-new
https://healthmasters.com/products/dimension
https://healthmasters.com/products/ultimate_estrogen_block
https://healthmasters.com/products/ultimate_estrogen_block
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industry to deal a person a full house...what a mess!   Another note about 
Viagra: It contains phylates...more estrogen.  The Rockefeller 
petrochemical industry is literally waging a chemical castration war on the 
men of our nation. Not to mention the massive increase of breast, ovarian, 
and infertility problems in women. 

Even the use of bleached Tampons are affecting women as they 
contain xenoestrogens, and can change a female's hormonal 
profile.....and, let us not forget about GMO foods, which cause 
sterility by the fourth generation.    

So, what are some solutions to all this? 
1.  Get a distiller. 
2.  Do not microwave with plastics, and better yet...do not use the microwave. 
3.  Do not use petroleum soaps, like Dawn 
4.  Never use Soy or Soy formula 
5.  Take an estrogen blocker...this is critical..I do so every day. 
6.  Do not drink out of plastics 
7   Do Not use Viagra, but use HGH Stimulate, Vitamin  
E, Tribulus and Zinc instead. 
8.  Do not get immunizations 
9.  Do not use birth control pills 
10. Do not use bleached Tampons 
11. Do not use bakery products containing bromide. 
12. Take an Iodine supplement daily, this helps to maintain proper thyroid 
function. 
13. Avoid prescription drugs as much as possible, especially Statin drugs. They all 
can cause cancer and they can destroy brain function. Read my new 
book Breakthough Health: it covers the top ten drugs never to use and why. 
14. Avoid Herbicides and pesticides 
15. Avoid meat and dairy with hormones especially butter and eggs 
16. Do not drink fluoride or chlorine in your water or toothpaste 
17. Don’t use cans with a BPA liner. 

The items talked about in the article are available from their 
website, http://healthmasters.com 
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"I Would Not Have You Ignorant …"  "But if any man be 
ignorant, let him be ignorant." 

by Melek DiaBendia 

The scripture says in 1 Corinthians 14:38 "But if any man be 

ignorant, let him be ignorant."  This was not written to the 

non-Christian, rather, it was written specifically to Christians, 

and intended for Christians. Study the context for 

yourself.  The conclusion is that a Christian can be, and can 

even choose to be, ignorant in areas where they should have 

understanding.  And if they are, they have themselves to 

blame and they have themselves to call to account for the 

results of their ignorance.  I am amazed those claiming to 

be Christians can be so ignorant of God's truths.  Let us 

examine our own understanding wherein the scriptures 

admonish us to "not be ignorant" and see how we fare.  Judge 

yourself if you are willfully ignorant. 

Matthew 7:6 King James Version  "Give not that which is 

holy unto the dogs, neither cast ye your pearls before swine, 
lest they trample them under their feet, and turn again and 
rend you." 

Matthew 7:6 Amplified Bible  "Do not give that which is holy 

(the sacred thing) to the dogs, and do not throw your pearls before 
hogs, lest they trample upon them with their feet and turn and 
tear you in pieces."  

Israel Will Be Redeemed Romans 11:25-29 "For I would 

not, brethren, that ye should be ignorant of this mystery, lest 
ye should be wise in your own conceits; that blindness in part 
is happened to Israel, until the fullness of the Gentiles (nations 
or tribes) be come in.  And so ALL Israel shall be saved: as it is 
written, There shall come out of Zion the Deliverer, and shall 
turn away ungodliness from Jacob:  For this is my covenant 
unto them (ISRAEL), when I shall take away their sins.  As 
concerning the gospel, they are enemies for your sakes: but as 
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touching the ELECTION, they are beloved for the father's 
sakes.  For the gifts and calling of God are without 

repentance."  Israel (not the Jews) is still the Bride, God has 

never repented of that.  The church is the body, and not the 

bride.  

Like it or not the scriptures are clear regarding God’s 

disposition to Israel.  Presently they have "a veil over their 

eyes," and in this passage, it’s clear that this "blindness in part 

is happened to Israel" has a purpose and a time 

frame.  Ignorant Christians who don’t read the whole 

scriptures seem to think that God is through with Jacob Israel 

and now the Jews (who these ignorant Christians also think 

are of the tribe of Judah) are number one in God’s eyes. Don’t 

be ignorant.  Anglo-Saxon Jacob Israel is not forgotten in 

God’s plan.  God made a promise to Abraham regarding Issac 

his son (Issac's sons = Saxon) way back in Genesis, and God 

doesn’t go back on his promises. 

1 Corinthians 10:1-11  
“Moreover, brethren, I would not that ye should be ignorant, 
how that all our fathers were under the cloud, and all passed 

through the sea;" The Lord does not want us to be unaware of 

the things that happened to our Israelite forefathers.  

"And were all baptized unto Moses in the cloud and in the sea;" 
"And did all eat the same spiritual meat;" 
"And did all drink the same spiritual drink: for they drank of 
that spiritual Rock that followed them: and that Rock was 

Christ." The Rock from which they drank was symbolic of 

Christ.  

"But with many of them God was not well pleased: for they 

were overthrown in the wilderness." What were they doing 

that so displeased God? 
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"Now these things were OUR examples (WARNINGS), to the 
intent we should not lust after evil things, AS THEY ALSO 

LUSTED." So, we are being warned not to lust after the same 

things they did. So, what did they lust after? Read on.  

"Neither be ye idolaters, as were some of them; as it is written, 
The people sat down to eat and drink, and rose up to 

play." What was their play? This is in reference to, and is word 

for word from, Exodus 32:6.  

"Neither let us commit FORNICATION, as some of them 
committed, and fell in one day three and 

twenty thousand." This is in reference to Numbers 25:1-18, 

where the number is given as 24,000, but this included the 

princes (heads) of the people of verse 4 of Numbers 25, who 

were hanged prior to the plague of verses 9-18. 

The "fornication" stated here is the racial mixture stated in 

verse 1 of Numbers 25, "And Israel abode in Shittim, and the 

People began to commit whoredom with the daughters of 
Moab." 

"Neither let us tempt Christ, as some of them also tempted, and 

were destroyed of serpents." This is in reference to Numbers 

21:5-6. 

"Neither murmur ye, as some of them also murmured, and 

were destroyed of the destroyer." This is in reference to 

Exodus 12:23. 

"Now all these things happened unto them for ensamples: and 

they are written for our admonition (warning), upon whom the 

ends of the world (age) are come." 

The problem with what is termed "New Testament Christians,” 

in the fallen Judeo-Christian religious world of today, is that 

they do not see that if they do not know the Old Testament 

they cannot possibly understand the New Testament.  

http://b02c032.htm/lV6
http://b02c032.htm/lV6
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A THING IS EITHER RIGHT OR IT IS WRONG! 

It is important to remember that God is not wishy washy about 

anything. He even tells us to be either hot or cold and not to 

be lukewarm, lest He vomit us out of His mouth. He is either 

for race mixing, or He is against it. He is not lukewarm on the 

issue. The point is, a thing is either right or it is wrong in God's 

eyes.  If breeding with other races is the right thing to do, then 

anyone not doing it is wrong, and everyone should be doing 

it. If it is the wrong thing to do, then anyone doing it is wrong, 

and no one should do it. 

Be Like-Minded 
By Ray Prinzing 

 "Can two walk together, unless they are agreed?"  

Amos 3:3 

“’Fulfill ye my joy, that ye be like-minded, having the 

same love, being of one accord, of one mind.” Phil. 2:2 

Like-minded, meaning: to mind the same thing, a harmony of 
thought.  One thing is sure, we will never become like-minded 
one with another until we have first come into a like-
mindedness with God.  It is from the Head that the truth flows 
throughout all members of the body.  Far too often men have 
tried to come into agreement, to be of one accord, of one 
mind, yet they were not in oneness with HIS MIND to start 
with, and therefore could not come to terms among 
themselves.  Surely this ONENESS WITH CHRIST demands 
that first and foremost our minds be in harmony with the will 
of God. 

“Let this mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus: 
Who, being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to 

be equal with God.” Phil. 2:5-6  Like-mindedness is seeing 
our position in Christ as God sees us.  It is not usurping a 
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position, nor claiming in self a position, but it is receiving the 
mind of Christ to that degree that He can impart to us HIS 
THOUGHTS for our calling and position in Him.  Knowing that 
we are to be “partakers of the divine nature.” 2 Pet. 1:4. 

Until we are renewed in the spirit of our mind, to where our 
thoughts flow with the thoughts of God toward us we have not 
come to the maturity of spirit to where He shall change our 
outward expression.  Flesh-thoughts cannot change 
flesh.  Flesh fighting flesh does not overcome flesh, it merely 
serves to emphasize that realm.  “Which of you by taking 
thought can add one cubic unto his 

stature?" Matt. 6:27  The overcoming of the flesh, and 
changing of our outward expression, will have to be the result 
of coming into harmony – a like-mindedness of our place in 
Him, as He apprehends us and transforms us into His very 
own image. 

The mind of Christ, the same to be, 
The mind that dwelleth now in thee, 

To know His calling, holy, high, 
A full redemption drawing nigh. 

Seventy Weeks:  The Historical Alternative 

This is the story of the only Messianic Divine 
measure recorded in the Bible.   The truth of its 
interpretation goes back to the Protestant 
Reformation.   This book reveals the truth about 
Daniel’s 70th week.  Its contents shatter the 
sand built foundations of today’s popular 
Futurism and Dispensationalist teachings.        
Sugg.  Gift $8 
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The Present Reign Of Jesus Christ: A 
Historical Interpretation of the Book of 
Revelation 

The Book of Revelation was designed by our 
Lord to progressively reveal Himself throughout 
the unfolding of His great "eternal" Kingdom.  A 

Kingdom which was destined to grow from a "stone" to 
become a "great mountain" which will triumph over all its 
enemies and fill the earth. It is written in the symbolic 
language of the prophets and can only be understood and 
interpreted with consistent application of this language, a 
sound knowledge of history and guidance of the Holy Spirit.  
Therefore, this dissertation attempts to summarize the 
massive volumes of historical literature by providing the 
reader with a historical linear perspective of the Church.  
In other words, you'll be shown where we are today in the 
book of Revelation.  This work stands as an aggressive 
rebuke to the modern dispensational and preterist counter 
schemes which have caused the church to fall from clear 
prophetic understanding for generations.                                                  
Sugg.  Gift $8 

A Flood of Light Upon the Book of Revelation 

The Book of Revelation explained verse 
by verse by the author John S. Fox.  Mr. 
Fox wrote this book many years ago.  

“Imagine the history of the world being 

prewritten in a language unknown to 

mankind… Just so with the Book of 

Revelation, written in symbolic language 

… Can we decipher the strange symbols, 

Yes, we can… Sugg.  Gift $10 
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Lightning Strike at Bixby Church Destroys Only 
Word 'death' in Mural of Jesus 

By Mycah Hatfield, August 11, 2017 

BIXBY, Okla. -- The Holy Apostles Orthodox Christian Church 
is calling the damage done to their facility during Sunday’s 

storm a miracle.  “We saw the damage to the exterior and 

then we came in,” Father Ambrose Arrington said. “We were 

the first one's here and there was not a lot but pieces of 

dry wall on the floor.”  None of the church’s elaborate gold 

leaf had been touched by the lighting.  Then, Arrington said 
he and other church officials looked up and noticed the 
damage to the painting of Jesus on the ceiling of the church. 

“The damage didn’t touch the face of the Lord,” Arrington 

said. “It damaged the image but it didn’t actually touch the 

Lord’s face. If you look at the script, the text around the 

icon, it’s from Psalm 119. ‘He looked down from the height 

of His sanctuary to hear the groaning of the prisoner to 

release those appointed to death.’”  It was Fr. Ambrose’s 12-

year-old daughter who noticed the lightning strike only 
destroyed the word “death” on the painting. 

 
Prosecutor Vows 3rd trial for 2 in Bundy Ranch 

Standoff Case 
BY KEN RITTER, IDAHO STATESMAN 

http://www.idahostatesman.com/latest-news/article168918172.html 

"I just never expected they'd try them a third time," Bret 
Whipple, Cliven Bundy's lawyer, said Wednesday when he learned 

of Myhre's comments. "It's such a waste of taxpayer dollars, 

especially when they were so close to acquittal." 

In all, the jury of six men and six women reached not-guilty verdicts 
on 34 of 40 counts. Ricky Lovelien of Westville, Oklahoma, and 
Steven Stewart of Hailey, Idaho, were acquitted of all charges, even 
though jurors saw photos of them with weapons as well. 
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No verdicts were returned on assault on a federal officer, 
threatening a federal officer and two related of use of a firearm 
counts against Parker, and assault on a federal officer and 
brandishing a firearm charges against Drexler. 

"DUNKIRK" & THE MISSED MIRACLE 
From a Facebook post of Scotty Collins who I do not know. 

I recently saw the excellent film “Dunkirk” yet was saddened when I 

heard the filmmakers got everything right except for the true hero of 

the story. It wasn’t necessarily the selfless citizens who risked lives in 

their personal boats to bring back the hundreds of thousands of troops 

stranded on the beach as the Germans advanced; it wasn’t even the 

brilliance of the commanders who strategized the rescue; it was 

something, someone, bigger than all that. 

According to the “Anglican Ink”: When Britain was close to defeat 

during the 2nd World War, and the entire British Army was trapped at 

Dunkirk, in desperation King George the 6th called for a National Day 

of Prayer to be held on 26th May 1940. In a national broadcast, he 

instructed the people of the UK to turn back to God in a spirit of 

repentance and plead for Divine help. Millions of people across the 

British Isles flocked into churches praying for deliverance. Two events 

immediately followed:  Firstly, a violent storm arose over the Dunkirk 

region grounding the Luftwaffe (German Airforce) which had been 

killing thousands on the beaches. 

And then secondly, a great calm descended on the Channel, the like of 

which hadn’t been seen for a generation, which allowed hundreds of 

tiny boats to sail across and rescue 335,000 soldiers, rather than the 

estimated 20-30,000. From then on people referred to what happened 

as “The Miracle of Dunkirk.”  Sunday, June 9, was officially appointed 

as a Day of National Thanksgiving. 

One other item was missing from the movie, according to blogger Gary 

Demar: As the 350,000+ British Expeditionary Force soldiers were 

stranded at Dunkirk on the beach and sitting ducks for German planes, 

and when it seemed certain that the Allied forces at Dunkirk were 

about to be massacred, a British naval officer cabled just three words 

back to London: “But if not.” In our day, most people would scratch 

their heads asking, “What does that mean?” 
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But, in a day when people knew the Bible, they knew its source and 

knew exactly what it meant: “If that is the case, our God whom we 
serve is able to deliver us from the burning fiery furnace, and 
He will deliver us from your hand, O king. BUT IF NOT, let it be 
known to you, O king, that we do not serve your gods, nor will 
we worship the gold image which you have set up.” Daniel 3:17-18 

“But if not…” These words were instantly recognizable to the people 

who were accustomed to hearing the scriptures read in church. They 

knew the story told in the book of Daniel about the three Hebrew 

servants who were to be thrown into a fiery furnace if they did not bow 

down to an idol. They knew the God of the Bible could rescue them if 

he wanted. “But if not…” they would never worship another false God. 

They would stand strong and trust in the Lord, their God.  

The message in those three little words was clear: The situation was 

desperate. The allied forces were trapped. It would take a miracle to 

save them, but they were determined not to give in. One simple three-

word phrase communicated all that.  Christopher Nolan, writer/director 

of “Dunkirk,” left out the main hero, the coolest part of this miraculous 

incident: God.   Why?  

Was it because he is non-religious and anti-God? According to the 

Hollowverse website, “Although some reviewers read religious 

themes in Nolan’s films, he’s given no indication that he is religious 

himself. Plenty of his fans think he’s an atheist, but they don’t 

seem to have any proof for that either.” 

The scene outside Westminster Abbey as people gather for prayer. 

No, it wasn’t because he had a bias against a miracle-making Deity. It 

was, perhaps, simply the sign of our post-Christian times: We are too 

busy, too pre-occupied with other things to see the wonder of God’s 

working miracles every day in this world.  
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Pastor barley’s sermons on 
CD or DVD  Be sure to circle DVD or CD 

___Lamentations 1-22           $66/set 
___Liberalism 1-20             $60/set 
___ Trump is a Cyrus 1-3         $9/set 
___My “unchristmas” Message           $3 
___Absent from the Body            $3 
___Let There Be Light on Vaccinations 1-2    $6/set 
___Lawfully & Spiritually Crowned 1-13         $39/set 
___A Mother’s Day Message          $3 
___At the Feet of Jesus 1-10          $30/set 
___Charlottesville            $3 

America’s Promise CD/DVD Ministry 

Join us in worshipping the Lord each week!  Receive our 
weekly services on either CD or DVD!  Many people are 
wallowing in the knowledge of all our problems, but they are 
not putting their mind on the things of God!  In these sermons, 
you will hear line upon line from God’s Word that will build you 
and your family up in the Most Holy Faith. 

___Yes, add us to the mailing list.   I want to 

receive CD or DVD circle one 
Suggested gift is $20 per month   

Name_______________________________________  

Address_____________________________________  

City, State, Zip________________________________  

Total Cost + $5 Postage = _______________ 
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Fast-Tracking Mandatory Vaccination While Government 
and Media Muzzle Scientists 

By Robert F. Kennedy Jr. 

Turning their backs on the human rights principle of voluntary 
informed consent memorialized in the Nuremberg Code after 
World War II, health authorities in France and Italy are fast-
tracking involuntary vaccine mandates for school-age 
children. In Italy, millions of Italians have been demonstrating 
since June, protesting the infringements to parental rights. On 
July 28, industry-beholden Italian legislators voted 296-92 to 
pass a one-size-fits-all law that mandates multiple doses of 
ten vaccines for preschoolers through teenagers, imposing 
steep fines for parents who do not comply. Mainstream media 
outlets in both Italy and the US ignored the record protests 
against medical coercion. . . 

In a reasonable world, the startling finding that vaccines are 
widely contaminated with heavy metal particulates would be 
front-page news, and the two researchers who discovered the 
contamination would be hailed as diligent scientists dedicated 
to improving vaccine safety. Instead, Drs. Gatti and Montanari 
have become targets for violent threats on Facebook. 
Accusers denounce their meticulous laboratory work as 
“pseudoscience” and call for the two scientists to be “beaten 
until they bleed,” “punched,” “kicked” and “taken out of 
commission” so as to make them “understand that they need 
to remain silent.” 

Follow the Money 

Unfortunately, in Italy, as in the United States, serious studies 
of vaccine safety face practically insurmountable headwinds.  

To read the entire article go to:  
https://worldmercuryproject.org/news/fast-tracking-mandatory-
vaccination-government-media-muzzle-scientists/ 
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     Book One #850 

 

 

    Book Two #851 

 

Book Three #852 

Covenant Heritage Series by  
Lawrence Blanchard 

An overview of the 

progressive revelation of God 

showing that the Bible is 

written about, and for, one 

man’s family from the Old 

Testament to the New 

Testament.  136 pages, 

perfect bound soft cover.  $18 

postpaid     Ebook $5 

Traces the migrations, 

heraldry, and languages from 

biblical Israel to the present 

day.  Presenting the best 

available information as to 

who the Jews are today.  288 

pages, perfect bound soft 

cover.                 $39 postpaid 

 

The Old Testament 

(Covenant) lays the 

foundation and the New 

Testament (Covenant) is the 

fulfillment of the consistent 

story of Israel.  250 pages, 

perfect bound soft cover.      

$25 postpaid 
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    Book Four #853 

 

    Book Five #855 

 

Book Six #856 

Covenant Heritage Series by  
Lawrence Blanchard 

 
A study of the meaning of 

Genesis 1-11 in the context 

of the rest of the Bible and 

an introduction as to God’s 

purpose for creating Adam 

and who he was.  304 

pages, perfect bound soft 

cover.      $38 postpaid 

 

This helps God’s 

covenant people to 

understand the unbiblical 

and destructive doctrine 

of diversity $25 postpaid 

 

All six books #858 $165 postpaid 

We are now offering a new book about 

Preterism. I have been examining both the 

historicist and preterist perspective. Either 

position in the long run does not denounce 

the Kingdom message. I believe the 

Historicist position. For those ordering Book 

6, if you have not heard the Historicist 

position let me know and we will include a 

book on that perspective. Both perspectives 

believe King Jesus and His Kingdom will 

ultimately be established on earth. I do not 

think any of us have anything to fear when it 

comes to being open minded to studying 

different views.  Pastor Barley 

  

Pastor Barley 
 


